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·     Establishment of "Daily Construction Safety Management Status 
Board"... Providing real-time integration of safety information

    The Korea Occupational Safety and Health Agency (President Ahn, Jong Ju, 

Ph.D., hereinafter referred to as the "KOSHA") announced on November 20 (Mon) 

that it has established a "Daily Construction Safety Management Status Board 

(hereinafter referred to as the "Safety Status Board").

    The Safety Status Board developed provides various safety and health information 

specialized for the construction industry in one place so that it can be 

conveniently used at the workplace. Previously, in order to obtain the necessary 

safety and health information at the construction site, it was necessary to search 

for individual data one by one. 

    The Safety Status Board provides regional weather information of interest to 

construction sites, past fatal accident cases on today's date linked to fatal 

accident big data, and an example of a risk assessment sheet, making it easy for 

anyone to use for industrial accident prevention.
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< Screenshot of Daily Construction Safety Management Status Board >

    In addition, the safety status board provides ▲ major construction safety issues 

▲ breaking news of workplace accidents and deaths, including serious disaster 

sirens ▲ various safety and health information on large private construction.

    Anyone with an internet connection can use the Safety Status Board without 

installing a separate program or signing up.  In particular, if a space frequently 

visited by workers, such as a rest area or a restaurant, is equipped with a monitor 

(touch screen, etc.) for transmitting information, it is possible to easily display 

safety information.

    Ahn, Jong Ju, Ph.D., President of the Korea Occupational Safety and Health 

Agency, said, "The Safety Status Board is the first integrated platform that 

provides construction safety information from the public and private sectors 

on one site" and added, "We will continue to innovate digital services that help 

prevent industrial accidents."

    The Safety Status Board can be accessed on the Korea Occupational Safety and 

Health Agency website (www.kosha.or.kr) and the Integrated System (www.

kosha.or.kr/constplan) of the Construction Industry Hazard Risk Prevention Plan. 
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